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To guide us in our learning, we use the Macclesfield Primary School attributes: 
 

Learner Profile: 

Inquirers, Knowledgeable, Thinkers, 
Communicators, Principled,  
Open minded, Caring, Risk Takers, 
Balanced and Reflective 

 

Our school is working on our new strategic plan 

‘Challenge 2023’ 
 

Dear Parents and Students,   

 I hope this week’s newsletter finds everyone safe and well. 

As I mentioned last week I often check previous newsletters to check was happening in the school 

around this date in 2019, 2018 or even 2012! 

This article (part of a series) regarding the PYP Learner Profile seems to fit the current remote learning 

period. 

The Learner Profile – this week Communicator and Balanced 

What does this mean? 

Communicators: They understand and express ideas and information 

confidently and creatively in more than one language and in a variety of 

modes of communication. They work effectively and willingly in collaboration 

with others.  

 So important to share your thoughts and check in with others - ‘are you OK?’ 
 

Balanced: They understand the importance of intellectual, physical 

and emotional balance to achieve personal well-being for themselves and 

others.  

 Take the time to provide a balance of activities – take a break & encourage 
others in your family to have balance 

 

LIGHTENING THE LOAD – thanks to Meagan for providing the information for this 

webinar. Please share any information you gathered from the webinar. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Many thanks to Kylie V 
for arranging the online 
comedy event – I am 
sure the Maccy PS and 
Avonsleigh Kinder 
communities will enjoy 
this opportunity for some 
laughs!! 
********************************************************************************************************************* 

2021School Enrolment: 

It has been impossible to offer our 

usual range of school tours and open 

classroom but please pass on to friends that enrolment is open. 

I have phoned many parents to discuss enrolment at our school 

and updated enrolment information is on the school website or 

phone the school 5968 4734 

 

Information for parents 

 

../Preps/Enrolment%20information/Primary%20School%20Transition%20Parent%20Information%20Pack.pdf


ON SITE Attendance: 
 

I have been advised by the Education Department to review and reduce the number of 

students and staff on-site due to Stage 4 restrictions.  

 

Requests for onsite supervision must be made in writing using the approved Education 

Department request for on-site attendance form. The form is available from the school office. 

 

This form has now been updated to further restrict access to onsite supervision.  

  

Application forms must be received by the school by 4.00pm each Thursday and all 

families who seek this service must provide a permitted worker permit. If work 

circumstances change, it is expected children will be involved in remote learning. 

 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

 

School website: www.macclesfieldps.vic.edu.au 
 

We have redesigned our website – some parts still under 

construction and at this stage we like the cleaner and clearer look of 

the pages. 

We are adding content so please let us know what you think and 

what information etc. you would like added – more pictures to be 

added and class work etc. 

##########################################################
We have vacancies on our School Council and if 

interested contact John or any member of school 
council 

 
Emma Nielsen (President), Lachlan Collard, Melanie Jessop, Jodi Ramadge, 
Michael Doherty, Greg Incoll, Jody Palmer 
 

 Welcome to Kylie V – joining our Council. 

 Our next meeting is October 29th @ 7.00pm 

 If you are interested in joining our School Council please contact John or 
one of our parent members 

 
 

Please contact a member of SC for 
any items of business for our 

meetings. 
 

http://www.macclesfieldps.vic.edu.au/


During this challenging time and having spent some months in shutdown and 

now managing the transition to school, work etc.– please know that we are 

here to support you and your family 

EVERYONE, EVERYDAY 
Take the time to check in with folk in our community – in your family – in our school and 

continue to be the supportive Maccy community we care about so much. 

Kind regards & have a great week! 

 

John Chiswell 

Principal   

 

Macclesfield aims to create an inspiring teaching and learning 
community, where we endeavour to nurture curiosity and 

bestow a life-long love of learning 
**************************************************** 

 A very Happy Birthday to the following Students who 

will be celebrating in the coming week: 

 

CRUZE 

TALEI 

AARON 

RIVER 

WILLOW 

 

 

 



 
 
 
 
 

School Evaluation 
 

Next week our school will be involved in the final step of our whole school evaluation.  Dr. 

Marcia Behrenbruch and Janet Wilmot will be on our panel and meeting with all 
stakeholders remotely. The evaluation process is the primary means of ensuring that we are 

meeting the IB programme standards and practices. This process can also serve as a catalyst 

for school improvement.  

 
Programme evaluation:  

 

 is a reflective exercise that involves the entire school community 

 supports school efforts to continually improve the delivery of the programme(s) 

 results in a clear plan for next steps and future actions 

 can result in improved teaching and learning 

 assesses whether a school meets the IB standards and practices 

 is both a requirement and a service provided by the IB to IB World Schools 

 

The aim of programme evaluation is to:  

 

 improve implementation by identifying strengths and weaknesses, and determining 

areas for future focus 

 evaluate the extent to which the school is meeting the programme standards and 

practices 

 serve as a vehicle to reinforce the support and commitment for the programme from 

all stakeholders in the community. 

 

All stakeholders are invited to participate in the process and can attend a meeting with the 

Evaluation Team and provide them with a greater insight to the school and the community. 

 

The students we be scheduled for a meeting with our visitors during class time. 

 

The parent meeting is scheduled for – Monday 24th August at 3:00-3:30pm. 
 

Please contact Andrea prior for the link to the meeting – 

andrea.goodey@education.vic.gov.au 
 

 

We look forward to your participation and the outcome of the 
Evaluation process. 

mailto:andrea.goodey@education.vic.gov.au


School-Wide Positive Behaviour 
Support  

(SWPBS)  

What is SWPBS? 
 

SWPBS is a framework that brings together school communities to develop 
positive, safe, supportive learning cultures. 
SWPBS assists schools to improve social, emotional, behavioural and academic 
outcomes for children and young people. 
 

Benefits of SWPBS: 
 

- increased respectful and positive behaviour 
- increased time focused on instruction 
- improved social-emotional wellbeing 
- positive and respectful relationships among students and staff 
- increased adoption of evidence-based instructional practices 
- a predictable learning environment with improved perceptions of safety 

and increased attendance 
 

(Department of Education and Training) 
https://www.education.vic.gov.au/school/teachers/management/improvement/Pages

/swpbs.aspx 
 

At Macclesfield Primary School, staff, students and the wider school 
community worked collaboratively to select three key Values, carefully 
aligned to our IB Attributes.  
 
Each value is explicitly taught in all classrooms and at all levels across 
the school. 
 
Our three Values are: 

 
Be Principled                 Be Caring                Be a Learner 

 

https://www.education.vic.gov.au/school/teachers/management/improvement/Pages/swpbs.aspx
https://www.education.vic.gov.au/school/teachers/management/improvement/Pages/swpbs.aspx


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 
 

The Central Idea for the Unit the 5/6er’s just completed was ‘the aesthetic is interpreted 
in different ways’. We spoke about many different ways we appreciate the aesthetic and 
one of them is through poems and beautiful word choice.  
 

The task we gave the students was to create a poem where the subject of the poem was 
not mentioned. This prompts the reader to use their inferring knowledge to work out the 
subject based on the clues in the text – which also happened to be the reading strategy 
the 5/6’s worked on last week. It was also hoped they would use some aesthetically 
pleasing words to help describe this mysterious subject!  
 

We think they did a great job – can you work out what subject each poem is describing?! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I look down the mountain and all I see is 
white, 

As I clench my knees I hold on tight 
 

My board glides across the slushy snow, 
I make it to the jump and hear dad state 

go, go, go 
 

Soaring past people I feel like a kite 
Wondering what it would be like to board at 

night 
By Athena 

 

Wanting to walk day after day  
I never know where to play   

 

I do not care what I eat 
It could be plastic it could be duck poo 

 I do not care just give me food  
 

I love to annoy my people 
I love endless cuddles  

I am so very fluffy 
 I get very very dirty 

 I get washed five times a day  
  

I love soaking up the sun by my big 
brothers side 

We wonder the paddocks and share lots 
of adventures 

This is why I love my wonderful life  
By Maya 

 

Inside my cave protected and snug, 
I float in my pool rub a dub dub, 
No end of noises fill my days, 

Heart beating, voice calling, music plays. 
 

Dim and dark as I drift off to sleep, 
Excited for the day when I get to peek, 

At the world outside, 
It will be so sweet. 

 

A massive, great journey, I soon will take, 
Easy or hard it will be worth the wait, 

Swaddled in layers, tight and protected, 
My new life begins. 

By Indie 

 

Up I grow with the sun 
Then down I go with one blow 

 

Green and bright like hair 
I cover the ground as far as is seen 

 

I feed all with tips and root 
And they in return feed me  

By Cooper 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I tied my boot laces, 
Glancing at all the other nervous faces. 

I could hear the roar,  
I looked at the floor.  
I have to play well, 

If not, it’s going to be hell. 
 

I ran out onto the field, 
Everything was going to be revealed. 

My team gathered in a huddle, 
Eighteen of us, standing in a massive 

oval shaped, wet, green, puddle.  
 

We jogged to our positions, 
In the dreary, wet conditions.  

 
I gritted my teeth, charging for the ball, 
I swiped it up into my grasp and heard 

a distant call. 
I bounced it down and booted it long,  
In this game you have to be strong. 

 
I got the ball once again, I burst 

through the pack and was in the clear, 
We were three points down, the last 

seconds of the game were near. 
I kicked it high, 

 As I watched it sail through the sky. 
To my dismay, 

After the kick I was met with foul play. 
 Something crunched my side,  

 I could have almost cried.  
I could hear the screaming, shouting 

and booing of the crowd. 
I heard the umpire shout out loud. 

“FREE KICK!” 
 

I struggled to my feet,  
I was right in front, the kick needed to 

be elite.  
We won the game!  

By Ollie 

 

Yellow and blue  
He flys in the sky 
And eats berries 
 All day and night 

 

Squawking and nipping  
He screeches and howls 

 Like a lion 
If you dare to put a cat in the cage  

Say good bye to him today 
 

They are little and soft  
Quite nippy too  

Sit on your shoulder day and night 
Beware of the cat who would 

Rip him to shreds 
By Ivy 

 

Look what I found 
It’s white and round 
I throw it to the sky 

And watch it with my eye 
It lands in my glove 

From the sport that I love 
By Daniel 

 She is very cute and cuddly, 
She is always by my side, 

 She tries to make me play her games, 
 and likes to stay inside. 

 

 She looks at me with Big Brown Eyes, 
 I think she's my best friend, 

 She likes to sleep all day and night, 
 and walks on the weekend. 

 

 Sharp teeth, loud bark and muddy paws, 
 Smells horrific when she's wet, 

 Wet nose, long whiskers and a whippy tail, 
 She always knows when I'm upset. 

 

 She gets very excited, she's very strong, 
 and pulls me on our walk, 

 If she were any more like a human, 
 I know that we would talk. 

By Piper B 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Old people are dying, 

and lots of people are crying. 

The country is closed, 

while danger freely flows. 
 

We have to stay home, 

and we feel all alone. 

We have to wash our hands, 

And we have to cancel all our plans. 
 

Wearing masks, 

is an easy task. 

To stay alive, 

and survive. 
 

Some people don’t care, 

And we all despair, 

That our everyday lives, 

will not survive. 

By Ariki 

 

A loyal best friend is hard to find  
But when you find one you get cuddles all the time 

My best moments are never hard to find  
As you’re by my side  

 

When you go swimming it makes you go crazy  
And that is why you are always so dirty 

After our big adventures you become so lazy 
And I love it when you are like this and not so 

naughty 
 

You are so brave you stand up at attention ready 
to do your thing  

You are so protective towards me   
By Dakota 

 He was really big and strong  
He could fight like King Kong  

He was built like a tank 
You can’t even rob a bank 

He uses his mighty swords  
 He’s respected by the Lords 
When he ran down the street  
People jumped on their feet 

He wore lots of armour  
And he gave people karma 

By Alex  

 

The colours and joy arrive on this day, 
Where people wear plain clothing they 

say, 
Every hour when the time is right, 

Released in the air, and what a delight. 
 

The culture, the music, 
The now not so plain tunics, 

On faces and hair, 
It’s worn everywhere. 

 

The frolic and fight, 
Lasts all day and night, 

Good over evil, 
The victory is bright. 

By Myra 

 

Goodbye wet and gloomy days 
Better times are on the way 

Snow is melting 
Rain has stopped 

 
The sun is now shining and the sky is blue 

Flowers are blooming and birds are chirping 
These beautiful signs will give you a clue 

 
The grass is growing and needs more mowing 

Our days are longer this makes us stronger 
It’s a wonderful time 

And this is my rhyme! 
By Lily-Rose 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Graceful and elegant he races through 
the pasture 

His wavy mane bounces on his neck, his 
tail trailing behind him  

You can see him clear as day with his jet 
black fur 

His hooves thundering through the grass 
When ridden his partner is fair and kind, 

When led he must obey.    
By Claire V.E 

 

Energon is their energy, earth has to mumble 
Soundwave a tap player with rumble  

There’s a jet. It’s red. Look! It’s Starscream  
Megatron the bad with the cannon beam 
The good, an inventor named Wheeljack 

I wonder what his making a skipjack 
Optimus prime his the best 
Ironhide takes out the rest 

Jazz with the move of saxophone 
The dinobots like bones 

Brawn his tiny but he is strong 
Shockwave his weird and never wrong 

Cliff jumper he dies too much 
There all happy on earth because they’re rich 

They’re friends with Gi Joe 
So so… 

By Levi 

 

Light me and smell vanilla, coconut or 
even mango, 

Or light me for a subtle warm glow, 
My scent fills the room and makes you 

feel calm, 
A coconut scent can take you 

somewhere tropical sitting under a 
palm. 

 

Slowly as I burn, my wax melts away, 
Or maybe you change your mind and 

decide to burn me another day, 
You pull another one out and strike the 
match hard against the side of the box, 
This one smells like the ocean, like that 
big wave of salty air, when a huge ship 

docks. 
 

When that one burns out, you’ll come 
back to me, 

What do I smell like? 

You’ll have to wait and see, 
Then when I burn out, and there’s 

nothing else to burn, 
You’ll go buy another one, and it’ll be 

their turn. 
                     By Sienna C 
 

The morning was bright  
With a misty sunlight, 

There was song in the air  
Chirping sounds everywhere, 

 

Up high in the sky, in the trees, 
 on the ground  

What a beautiful noise, 
 what a calming sound  

 

Free as the wind, and glides through the air,  
forever free flying without a care  

 

Eating worms, bugs and grubs  
Doesn't sound so great,  

better head home before it gets to late  
 

At home in the trees, 
High above the ground  

Back in the morning  
With my cheerful sound  

                   By Shae E 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The wind is was bashing against 
the windows  

My mum and me hid under our 
pillows 

The sound was deafening,  
The light was striking  

😣  

Then the sound of tinking hit our tin 
roof 

Was it the horses hoof? 

Then all of a sudden the tinking 
had stopped 

The light had dropped 

Had the banging and crashing 
finally stopped? 

       By Claire A 
 

I have lots of paws 

And big jaws 
 

I have hair ranging from brown to 
white 

I also love a good fight 
 

And I like to bark 

In the dark 

               By Ben L 
 

He is cuddly and fluffy. 
 fluffy as can be. 

He is a big fluffy giant.   
If he was real he would live within the 

woods. 
Where the rest of them live.  

 

 He has been there for my whole life.  
I got him on my first Christmas.     

He is ten like me. 
He is brown all over his body 

If he was real he word devour fish and 
growl      

 

He says growl growl growl 
 which means . .. … …  

         By Chloe D 
 

We bounce around like we’re a ball 
Even though we’re very small 
They love lots of meat and sometimes your fingers 

When they’re done there happiness always lingers 
 

You might lose them and look for a while  
But dont worry youll find them behind a tile 

In a box or a bag, you never know where 

They might even give you a scare  
 

These funny little thing like to steal your socks 

Who know they might have even stolen your 
clocks  
They love to play hide and seek with your stuff 
After a while you would have had enough 
 

Cheeky little bandits roaming your house 

We could even blend in with your blouse 

One day we will get our wings 

But don't worry we will be there through all the 
springs 

By Caley B 
 

Faintly glowing in the inky black 

Luminescent scales floating 

Green wings outstretched, talons curled. 

Tail lashing, the reptile turned and smiled  

Webbed talons stretched, gracefully wove towards 

the sea 

 Seaweed green scales, hard to follow 

Luminescent glow leads you to swing through the 

puffy clouds.  

To home, 

To the sea. 
ByLillian G-T 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Every house would have some packs 
It also comes with 4 different jacks  

There are four queens and there are four kings  
A whole bunch of diamonds but these ones don’t 

bling   
 

 There is a four of spades and there’s a nine of hearts  
There are many ways to win so you must be smart  

There are many different sorts of clubs such as three  
We can play many games just you and me  

 

There are many ways to have fun  
So come and get a player one  
If you can’t find just one mate  

You can always play with eight  
 

You don’t play many games with a joker  
In fact you never use one in the game Poker  

Go grab a friend to play the game Snap  
That’s my poem now give a clap  

 

Lap, wrap, clap, slap 

                 By Jack F 
 

I soar through the air with grace and 
ease, 

I like to glide among the tree’s. 
I like to fly so so high, 

I see all the farmland from the sky. 
 

I have a yellow crest and a big sharp 
beak, 

I’m very loud when I squawk and squeak. 
The feathers on my body are as white as 

snow, 
 With my friends I like to put on a show. 

 

I’m destructive, cheeky and like to eat 
wood, 

I would definitely eat a whole house if I 
could! 

Farmers think that i’m a pest, 
But I know, that I'm the best! 
             By Jewel H 

 

Air is tense there is silence 

The siren sounds there's a mighty roar  
The enemy comes in and takes their place 

As we step up to the line we are ready to face 
 

the power, the energy, we fight for our lives 

Our parents our friends our leaders and more 

We will fight for our country we will fight for it all 
We will never give up we will make that last score 
 

Bouncing the ball up and down the court - get that 
score!  
As I intercept the enemy I hear the roar I know they 
want more 

Crossing people up they don’t even know I’ve got 
passed 

Because... 
I'm... 
too...  

…………………………………...FAST   
By Kadin J 
 

Plants and flowers growing colours 

Fruit is ripening 

Butterflies hatching 

Nature is cheering  
 

Grass is Green 

Apple trees grow 

The rain drains 

Puddles are made 
 

The Sun has begun 

Flowers are blooming 

 Days are getting longer 
Goodbye winter 

               By Kye J 
 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

She was skinny and small, 
 Then she got big and tall. 

 She makes me smile, big like a crocodile. 
 She kicks and flicks and chews her toys, 

 she dribbles and laughs as she splashes in the 
bath.  

I was alone but not anymore. 
She is always happy to see me, and I know that 

she needs me. 
 She eats and sleeps and poops in her pants. 

 I love her all the same, she has the best name. 
 I have the best job! 

She gives great cuddles, 
  i can't wait for day, 

 we can splash in puddles.  
                 By Fenix M 

 

SLIVERING DOWN ITS WAY,  
ON THE OCEANS BAY.   
 

IT IS MY FAVOURITE ANIMAL,  
IT’S NOT A MAMMAL.  
 

AS IT IS COLD BLOODED CREATURE, 
LIVING IN NATURE. 
 

THEY BASK IN THE SUN 

AND ARE VERY FUN. 
 

SLOW IN WINTER, 
THEY WON’T GIVE YOU A SPLINTER.  

          By Priya M 
 

These fuzzy arachnids with their 8 
slender legs 

Sharp fangs and 8 eyed heads 
 

Creep around your house at night 
Not wanting to start a fight 

 

Some hate these things  
Because their bite really stings  

            By Chase R 
 

 

ONCE A GIRL LIVED IN A HOUSE 

 SHE REALLY LIKED THAT MOUSE 

 SHE HAD A RAT NAMED FLETCH 

IT COULD NOT PLAY FETCH 

WHEN SHE WAS OLDER  
SHE GOT A TATTOO ON HER SHOULDER  

SHE REALLY LIKED THE CAKE 

THAT SHE DID NOT BAKE  
               By Seth T 

 

I come out in the days 

For all to see 

Check out my rays 

But don't stare at me 
 

On your skin 

I feel nice 

But not too much 

Or you’ll melt like ice 

           By Gemma S 
 



Jayden is very 

proud of the 

painting he did all 

by himself.  

You should be 

proud Jayden- it 

is AMAZING!!! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
If you would like to 

 share anything in next week’s Newsletter, feel free to 

email them to: jacqueline.mosk@education.vic.gov.au  by 

11am next Wednesday morning (26th August). 

mailto:jacqueline.mosk@education.vic.gov.au

